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Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR)	


•  Highest energy particles known 
in the Universe	


•  Composition unknown	


•  Sources + acceleration 
mechanism unknown	

–  Astrophysical acceleration or decay 

of exotic particles?  	
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Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR)	


•  Highest energy particles known 
in the Universe	


•  Composition unknown	


•  Sources + acceleration 
mechanism unknown	

–  Astrophysical acceleration or decay 

of exotic particles?  	


•  Cutoff in energy spectrum or 
not?	

–  Expected from interactions with 

CMB (GZK effect)	

–  no cutoff... Lorentz violation?	
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UHECR	  spectra	  (2004)	  



Pierre Auger Observatory	


•  Hybrid cosmic ray air 
shower detector	


•  Southern site (3000 
km2) in Argentina 
completed 2008	


•  Energy threshold:	

–  E > 1018 eV full array	


–  E > 1017 eV infill array	
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Auger	  South	  



Data and Observables	
Data and Observables at the Pierre Auger Observatory
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UHECR Energy Spectrum after Auger	
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•  2008: Continuation of 
power law rejected at 6σ 
(confirms HiRes)	


•  Suppression energy 
consistent with GZK 
onset (limits on LV)	


•  2009: combined FD + SD 
spectrum	

–  protons with strong 

source evolution?	

–  iron with another 

component below ankle?	


•  Difficult to rule out non-
GZK causes	

–  source cutoff?	


PROCEEDINGS OF THE 31st ICRC, !ÓDŹ 2009 3
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Fig. 4. The fractional difference between the combined energy spectrum of the Pierre Auger Observatory and a spectrum with an index of
2.6. Data from the HiRes instrument [3], [21] are shown for comparison.

The energy spectrum derived from hybrid measure-

ments recorded during the time period 12/2005 - 05/2008

is shown in Fig. 3.

IV. THE COMBINED ENERGY SPECTRUM

The Auger energy spectrum covering the full range

from 1018 eV to above 1020 eV is derived by combining

the two measurements discussed above. The combina-

tion procedure utilises a maximum likelihood method

which takes into account the systematic and statistical

uncertainties of the two spectra. The procedure applied

is used to derive flux scale parameters to be applied

to the individual spectra. These are kSD = 1.01 and

kFD = 0.99 for the surface detector data and hybrid data

respectively, showing the good agreement between the

independent measurements. The systematic uncertainty

of the combined flux is less than 4%.

As the surface detector data are calibrated with hy-

brid events, it should be noted that both spectra share

the same systematic uncertainty for the energy assign-

ment. The main contributions to this uncertainty are

the absolute fluorescence yield (14%) and the absolute

calibration of the fluorescence photodetectors (9.5%).

Including a reconstruction uncertainty of about 10% and

uncertainties of the atmospheric parameters, an overall

systematic uncertainty of the energy scale of 22% has

been estimated [11].

The fractional difference of the combined energy

spectrum with respect to an assumed flux ∝ E−2.6 is

shown in Fig. 4. Two spectral features are evident: an

abrupt change in the spectral index near 4 EeV (the

”ankle”) and a more gradual suppression of the flux

beyond about 30 EeV.

Some earlier measurements from the HiRes experi-

ment [3], [21] are also shown in Fig. 4 for comparison.

A modest systematic energy shift applied to one or both

experiments could account for most of the difference

between the two. The spectral change at the ankle

appears more sharp in our data.

The energy spectrum is fitted with two functions.

Both are based on power-laws with the ankle being

characterised by a break in the spectral index γ at Eankle.

The first function is a pure power-law description of

the spectrum, i.e. the flux suppression is fitted with a

spectral break at Ebreak. The second function uses a

smooth transition given by

J(E; E > Eankle) ∝ E−γ2
1

1 + exp
(

lg E−lg E1/2

lg Wc

)

in addition to the broken power-law to describe the

ankle. This fit is shown as black solid line in Fig. 5.

The derived parameters (quoting only statistical uncer-

tainties) are:

In Fig. 5 we show a comparison of the combined energy

spectrum with spectral shapes expected from different

astrophysical scenarios. Assuming for example a uni-

form distribution of sources, no cosmological evolution

of the source luminosity ((z + 1)m, i.e. m = 0) and a

source flux following ∝ E−2.6 one obtains a spectrum

that is at variance with our data. Better agreement is

obtained for a scenario including a strong cosmological

evolution of the source luminosity (m = 5) in combi-
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4 F. SCHÜSSLER (PIERRE AUGER COLLABORATION) AUGER ENERGY SPECTRUM
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Fig. 5. The combined energy spectrum compared with several astrophysical models assuming a pure composition of protons (red lines) or
iron (blue line), a power-law injection spectrum following E−β and a maximum energy of Emax = 1020.5 eV. The cosmological evolution
of the source luminosity is given by (z + 1)m. The black line shows the fit used to determine the spectral features (see text). A table with the
flux values can be found at [22].

parameter broken power laws power laws
+ smooth function

γ1(E < Eankle) 3.26 ± 0.04 3.26 ± 0.04
lg(Eankle/eV) 18.61 ± 0.01 18.60 ± 0.01
γ2(E > Eankle) 2.59 ± 0.02 2.55 ± 0.04
lg(Ebreak/eV) 19.46 ± 0.03
γ3(E > Ebreak) 4.3 ± 0.2
lg(E1/2/eV) 19.61 ± 0.03
lg(Wc/eV) 0.16 ± 0.03

nation with a harder injection spectrum (∝ E−2.3). A

hypothetical model of a pure iron composition injected

with a spectrum following ∝ E−2.4 and uniformly

distributed sources with m = 0 is able to describe the

measured spectrum above the ankle, below which an

additional component is required.

V. SUMMARY

We presented two independent measurements of the

cosmic ray energy spectrum with the Pierre Auger

Observatory. Both spectra share the same systematic

uncertainties in the energy scale. The combination of the

high statistics obtained with the surface detector and the

extension to lower energies using hybrid observations

enables the precise measurement of both the ankle and

the flux suppression at highest energies with unprece-

dented statistics. First comparisons with astrophysical

models have been performed.
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 UHECR Anisotropy	


•  Extragalactic protons above 50 EeV or so should point 
back to sources (within a few degrees)	


•  Pre-Auger: claims of excess from Galactic Center, BL-Lacs, 
etc.	


•  Anisotropy with low statistics is a tricky business	
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The observed composition at Earth has a distinctive dependence on the energy as can be
seen in Figure 8. In the interesting energy range ∼ 3 × 1019 − 1020 eV, i.e. where the GZK
suppression is expected for proton primaries, photodisintegration is most effective. For sources
injecting intermediate mass nuclei, the effective mass number at Earth reaches a well-defined
minimum, probably indistinguishable from proton primaries. This minimum is less pronounced
for injection of very heavy nuclei and the effective composition at Earth is distinctly heavier
than protons.

These issues are of critical importance, observationally speaking. The injected composition
of the UHECR spectrum is not directly accessible experimentally, and can only be reconstructed
from the composition observed at Earth. As stated earlier, the present observational status is
rather uncertain. Future data will hopefully reach a level of quality which makes it possible to
reliably infer the approximate composition at Earth. With such data, general trends such as
those seen in Figure 8 would aid in estimating the composition of cosmic rays at the sources.

VII. EFFECTS OF INTERGALACTIC MAGNETIC FIELDS

So far in this study, we have neglected the effects of magnetic fields on the propagation of
UHECRs. For protons or nuclear primaries, however, such effects can play an important role
in determining the cosmic ray spectrum. The importance of these effects depend, of course, on
the strength of the extragalactic magnetic fields which is currently a subject of some debate
with contrary conclusions drawn in Ref. [7] and in Refs. [30, 38].

A charged particle moving through a uniform magnetic field undergoes an angular deflection
upon traversing a distance, Lcoh, of α = Lcoh/RL, where RL is the Larmor radius of the particle.
Therefore a particle traversing a distance, L, through a series of L/Lcoh randomly orientated
uniform magnetic field regions of length Lcoh, suffers an overall angular deflection given by

θ(E, Z) ≈
(

L

Lcoh

)0.5

α ≈ 0.8◦
(

1020 eV

E

) (

L

10 Mpc

)0.5 (

Lcoh

1 Mpc

)0.5 (

B

1 nG

)

Z, (10)

where Lcoh is the representative coherence length of the extragalactic magnetic fields, B is their
representative magnitude and Z is the electric charge of the cosmic rays. Such deflections result
in an increase in the effective distance to a cosmic ray source given by:

Leff

L
(E, Z) ≈ 1 +

θ2

2
≈ 1 + 0.065

(

1020 eV

E

)2 (

L

10 Mpc

) (

Lcoh

1 Mpc

) (

B

1 nG

)2 (

Z

26

)2

. (11)

Thus for protons or light nuclei, nano-Gauss magnetic fields have little impact for the high
energies considered here. This is not true for heavy nuclei, e.g. for iron nuclei propagating
through nG-scale magnetic fields, the effective distance to a source 50 Mpc away is increased
by ∼ 30% at 1020 eV (alternatively, the energy loss length is reduced by about ∼ 30%). Since
this effect scales with the inverse square of the cosmic ray energy, such (plausible strength)
magnetic fields would have a dramatic effect on the propagation of lower energy heavy nuclei.

In Figure 9 we show the effects of such extragalactic magnetic fields on the UHECR spectrum.
For oxygen primaries, the effects are small, only becoming of any consequence at energies below
a few times 1019 eV. However the effects are more prominent for iron primaries.

Some words of caution are called for at this point. The effects of nG-scale magnetic fields
appear to set in at an energy of roughly 5 × 1019 eV for oxygen, whose primaries can arrive

11
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Arrival Directions (2007)	
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Abraham et al. 2007	


2007: 27 events above 55 EeV (ovals)	

	

Excluding data from exploratory scan: 9 of 13 events correlate 
with nearby AGN in VCV catalog (69%; 21% expected for isotropy)	

	

P-value for isotropic hypothesis: 0.0002 (3.7σ)	




Arrival Directions: Update	
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2009: 69 events above 55 EeV	

	

Correlating fraction has decreased: now 21 of 55 (38%)	

	

P-value of isotropic hypothesis: 0.003 (3.0σ)	

To reach 5σ: ~4 more years of data	


Astropart.	  Phys.	  34	  (2010)	  314	  



A posteriori Investigations: ���
flux-weighted density maps	
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Fig. 4.— Left: Sky map in galactic coordinates with the AGNs of the 58-month Swift-BAT catalog plotted

as red stars with area proportional to the assigned weight. The solid line represents the field of view of the

Southern Observatory. Coloured bands have equal integrated exposure, and darker background colours indicate

larger relative exposure. Right: density map derived from the map to the left, smoothed with an angular scale

σ = 5◦. The 69 arrival directions of CRs with energy E ≥ 55 EeV detected with the Pierre Auger Observatory

are plotted as black dots.

The corresponding density map is shown on the right panel of the same figure, smoothed with an angular scale

σ = 5◦. No isotropic fraction is built into this map to better illustrate the features of the objects in the catalog.

We show the density map obtained for the 2MRS catalogue in Fig. 5. Common features can be seen in the two

maps.

Fig. 5.— Cosmic ray density map for the flux-weighted 2MRS galaxies, smoothed with an angular scale σ = 5◦.

The black dots are the arrival directions of the CRs with energy E ≥ 55 EeV detected with the Pierre Auger

Observatory. Galactic latitudes are restricted to |b| > 10◦, both for galaxies and CR events.

4.2.2. Likelihood test

For each model and for different values of the smoothing angle σ and isotropic fraction fiso we evaluate the

log-likelihood of the data sample:

LL =
Ndata
∑

k=1

lnF (n̂k), (3)

where n̂k is the direction of the kth event.

We consider the models based on 2MRS and Swift-BAT objects weighted by their flux in the respective wave-

length. The top panels in Fig. 6 plot the results using all the arrival directions of CRs with E ≥ 55 EeV.
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Swift-BAT X-ray AGN	
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4.2.2. Likelihood test

For each model and for different values of the smoothing angle σ and isotropic fraction fiso we evaluate the

log-likelihood of the data sample:

LL =
Ndata
∑

k=1

lnF (n̂k), (3)

where n̂k is the direction of the kth event.

We consider the models based on 2MRS and Swift-BAT objects weighted by their flux in the respective wave-

length. The top panels in Fig. 6 plot the results using all the arrival directions of CRs with E ≥ 55 EeV.
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2MRS galaxy survey	




Results (Excluding Exploratory Data)	
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Fig. 6.— Confidence intervals for the parameters (σ, fiso) derived from the likelihood function using the arrival

directions of CRs with E ≥ 55 EeV for the two models considered: 2MRS galaxies (left) and Swift-BAT AGNs

(right). The pair of parameters that maximise the likelihood is indicated by a black dot. The plots in the top

panels use all data. The plots in the bottom panels exclude data collected during period I in Table 1, that were

used to choose the energy threshold that maximized the correlation with VCV objects in that period. In the

case of 2MRS galactic latitudes (both of galaxies and CRs) are restricted to |b| > 10◦.

The bottom panels plot the results excluding the CRs collected during period I in Table 1, which were used

to optimise the energy cut for the VCV correlation in that period. The best-fit values of (σ, fiso) are those

that maximise the likelihood of the data sample, and are indicated by a black dot. Contours of 68%, 95%, and

99.7% confidence intervals are shown. The best-fit values of (σ, fiso) are (1.5◦, 0.64) for 2MRS and (7.8◦, 0.56)

for Swift-BAT using all data. With data in period I excluded the best-fit parameters are (1.5◦, 0.69) for 2MRS

and (1.5◦, 0.88) for Swift-BAT. These values are not strongly constrained with the present statistics. Notice

for instance that the best-fit value of fiso for the Swift-BAT model increases from 0.56 to 0.88 and σ decreases

from 7.8◦ to 1.5◦ if data in period I is excluded. More data is needed to discern if it is the correlation on small

angles of a few events with the very high-density regions of this model (such as the region in the direction

to the radiogalaxy Centaurus A, the object with the largest weight in Fig. 4) that masks a potentially larger

correlating fraction (hence a smaller fiso) over larger angular scales.

Finding the values of σ and fiso that maximize the log-likelihood does not ensure that the model fits well the

data. To test the compatibility between data and model, we generate simulated sets with the same number of

15

arrival directions as in the data, drawn either from the density map of the models or isotropically. We then

compare the distributions of the mean log-likelihood (LL/Ndata) with the value obtained for the data. We

present the results in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7.— Distributions of mean log-likelihood per event for isotropic arrival directions (blue, dashed line

histograms) and for the model predictions (red, solid line histograms). The parameters for the models based

on the 2MRS galaxies (left) and Swift-BAT AGNs (right) are those that maximize the likelihood with all data,

namely (1.5◦, 0.64) for 2MRS and (7.8◦, 0.56) for Swift-BAT. The value of the log-likelihood for the data is

indicated by a black vertical line. The plots in the top panels use all data, and those in the bottom panels

exclude data collected during period I.

Data are compatible with the models and differ from average isotropic expectations. The fraction f of isotropic

realizations that have a higher likelihood than the data is 2 × 10−4 in the case of the model based on Swift-

BAT AGNs, and 4 × 10−3 with the model based on 2MRS galaxies. These values of f are obtained with the

parameters σ and fiso that maximize the likelihood for the respective catalogue using all the events with energy

larger than 55 EeV (the black dots in the top panels of Fig. 6). With the same parameters, and data from

period I excluded, f ≈ 0.02 in both models. These figures are a posteriori, and do not represent a confidence

level on anisotropy.

The likelihood test is sensitive to whether or not the data points lie in a high density region of the model.

Complementary methods can be applied that test the overall proportionality between the sky distribution of

16



Centaurus A Region	
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tion, where 1.7 is the isotropic expectation. The centre of this region is only 4◦ away from the location of the

radiogalaxy Cen A (−50.5◦, 19.4◦) and it is not far from the direction of the Centaurus cluster (−57.6◦, 21.6◦).

It was noted in (6, 7) that the arrival directions of two CR events correlate with the nucleus position of the

radiogalaxy Cen A, while several lie in the vicinity of its radio lobe extension. At only 3.8 Mpc distance, Cen

A is the closest AGN. It is obviously an interesting region to monitor with additional data.

We show in Fig. 9 the number of CR arrival directions within a variable angular radius from Cen A. In a

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, 4% of the realizations of 69 arrival directions drawn from an isotropic distribution

have a maximum departure from the isotropic expectation greater than or equal to the maximum departure

observed in data. The overdensity with largest significance is given by the presence of 13 arrival directions

within 18◦, in which 3.2 arrival directions are expected if the flux were isotropic.

Cen A
!
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Fig. 9.— Cumulative number of events with E ≥ 55 EeV as a function of angular distance from the direction

of Cen A. The bands correspond to the 68%, 95%, and 99.7% dispersion expected for an isotropic flux.

The CRs in this region of the sky make a dominant contribution to the autocorrelation signal. For instance,

the 13 arrival directions that are within 18◦ from Cen A form 6 pairs separated by less than 4◦, and 28 pairs

by less than 11◦. These events also make a large contribution to the correlation with different populations of

nearby extragalactic objects, both because they are in excess above isotropic expectations and because this

region is densely populated with galaxies. The flux-weighted models illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 predict that

the fraction of CRs inside a circle with radius 18◦ centred at the position of Cen A is 13.4% (2MRS) and 29.3%

(Swift-BAT), compared to 18.8% observed in data and 4.7% expected if the flux were isotropic.

In contrast to the region around Cen A and the Centaurus cluster, there is a paucity of events from the region

around the radiogalaxy M87 and the Virgo cluster. None of the 69 events with E ≥ 55 EeV is within 18◦ of

M87. Due to its northern declination, however, M87 gets only one-third the exposure that Cen A gets at the

Southern Auger observatory. Only 1.1 events are expected within that 18◦ circle for an isotropic flux.

Distance also matters. M87 is five times farther away than Cen A, so the flux would be 25 times less if the

18

•  Cen A: closest AGN (3.7 Mpc)	


•  Largest CR overdensity within 
4º of Cen A core	


•  Region also contributes to 
flux-weighted models	


•  Investigations ongoing	




Composition	


•  Slant depth Xmax (integrated density) of 
shower maximum in atmosphere	

–  energy and composition-dependent	

–  higher in atmosphere for heavier nuclei ���

(interact, lose energy sooner)	


•  Shower-to-shower fluctuations of Xmax	


–  iron showers (~superposition of many 
single-nucleon showers) have fewer 
fluctuations	


•  Can also be used for UHE photon 
searches	


14.6.2011	
 J. Kelley, SISSA Colloquium	


Xmax	  



Latest Results: Composition	


14.6.2011	
 J. Kelley, SISSA Colloquium	
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Both indicate composition getting heavier…	

	

or protons behaving differently than expected?	

(see e.g. Ulrich et al., arXiv:0906.3075)	


	

Need hybrid measurements at highest energies!	


Phys.	  Rev.	  Le=	  104	  (2010)	  901101	




Auger North	
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at least for now...	




Enhancements at Auger South	


14.6.2011	
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HEAT: High Elevation Auger Telescopes	


AMIGA: Auger Muon and Infill Ground Array	


AERA: Auger Engineering Radio Array	




Radio Emission from Air Showers	


	

•  Separation, acceleration of e+, e- in 

geomagnetic field	

–  secondary: charge excess, moving dipole	


•  Broadband radio pulse (width ~50 ns)	

	


•  Interesting because of high duty cycle and 
access to shower development	


•  Hybrid measurement all the time!	


14.6.2011	
 J. Kelley, SISSA Colloquium	
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Dipolar charge structure left behind

Shower front

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of motion of charges inside the shower front. The

magnetic field B points out of the paper. The electrons and positrons are

created in pairs and follow curved trajectories between interactions. In the
geosynchrotron approach the emission radiated along these trajectories by all

particles is summed. The motion of charges in the shower front produces a net
current J that is oriented perpendicular to the shower axis. In the transverse

current model the magnitude of this current is evaluated. The radiation field

is then found by taking the time derivative of the current density. Due to the
separation of charges, a dipolar field structure is left behind by the shower.
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(Primarily) Geomagnetic Origin	


•  Simplification: geomagnetic origin 
implies 	


•  Asymmetry confirmed with 
LOPES, CODALEMA experiments	


•  Full story is actually more 
complicated...	


14.6.2011	
 J. Kelley, SISSA Colloquium	


4

Status (I): Theory & Simulations

•microscopic approaches
•Geosynchrotron model

•REAS2 by Huege et al.

•AIRES-based code by Du Vernois et al.

•EGS-based code by Engel et al.

•macroscopic approaches
•transverse current model

•Kahn & Lerche

•Scholten et al. model

•Gousset et al. large impact parameter appr. 

•Meyer-Vernet et al. model

•Simplification:
•First to check!   ! geomagnetic origin

Figure 5 : Sky maps of observed radio events. Raw 
event sky map (top) and 10° gaussian smoothed map 
(bottom) are shown. The zenith is at the center, the 
azimuth is: North (top, 0°), West (left, 90°), South (bot-
tom, 180°) and East (right, 270°); the direction of the 
geomagnetic field at Nançay is indicated by the dot. 
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Figure 6 : Fraction of events for 7 independent sam-
ples of events (619 events in total). The fractions of 
events coming from the East and from the South are 
indicated by triangles and squares respectively. The 
expected ratio of 0.5 in the symmetric case is indicated.

Figure 7 : Evolution of the fraction of events (squares: 
coming from the East, triangles: coming from the 
South) with energy. The expected ratio of 0.5 in the 
symmetric case is indicated. 
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3D Localization of Emission	
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Technique works... but can one build a large, autonomous array?	

Is it suitable for the next generation ~10000 km2 detector?	


Sample LOPES radio flash	

triggered with KASKADE	
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Auger Engineering Radio Array	


	

•  20 km2 extension to 

southern site: 160 radio 
detector stations	
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•  2010: deployed dense core ���
(21 stations)	


	

	


infill tanks	


HEAT	




AERA Station	


Auger Engineering Radio Array
AERA

antenna

communication
presently fiber
later wireless electronics

GPS

solar panel
pre-amplifier

station
layout
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Stage I Deployment: Antennas	
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Installation of Antennas

„Small Black Spider“:

! Logarithmic Periodic 
  Dipole Antenna
! Wide band: 30 – 80 Mhz
! 18 kg
! 2 polarization directions 
   in one structure

•  Log-periodic dipole 
antennas	


•  Wideband: 30-80 MHz	


•  Two polarizations; aligned 
to magnetic north to 
within 1º	




Stage I Deployment: Optical Fiber	
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31-Aug-2010 WP4: Status fiber communication 13

24 Station double-ring topology

Ring North
length 2.5 km

Ring South
length 3.0 km

31-Aug-2010 WP4: Status fiber communication 14



Stage I Deployment: Stations	
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Deployment of Stations

Sept 2010



Stage I Deployment: Central Container	
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ODF	  
subscribers	  
switch	  
ODF	  
subscribers	  
switch	  

PCs	  

RAID	  



Sample Untriggered Data	
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2 polarizations, high- and low-gain	
 After Fourier transform	




Observation of Galactic Background	
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NS Channel, one station 10 s traces, Oct 8th - Oct 13th 

Rise of Galactic Center:  LST 10:10
Maximum:                         LST 17:45
Set of Galactic Center:    LST 01:15

Sidereal Modulation of Galactic Noise



Self-Triggered Events	
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Very large pulses:                  
2200 ADC counts

Largest pulses 
(sometimes saturation of ADC) 
from close-by source
steep drop-off in pulse height
mostly from northwest direction



Skyplot of Reconstructed Events	
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Station trigger: ~5σ Galactic noise,	

pulse shape requirements (~200 Hz) ���
���
L3 trigger: 3 neighboring stations���
in coincidence	

	

99k events in 30.5 hours (0.9 Hz)	




Direction of Noise Sources	
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Power Line

El Diamante ? 

Antennas at 
El Diamante

Transformer Station, 
Farms ?

Farms, Oil ?

???

El Sosneado, Communication Tower ?

63°
138°

165°

221°

42°

Directions of the noise sources



Noise Management	
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•  Trigger rates in hardware and 
software are limited, so...	


•  Veto horizontal sources via 
directional reconstruction in level 3 
trigger	


•  Veto repeating (50 Hz) events	


•  Digital narrowband filters to 
improve signal-to-noise	
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Hybrid Self Triggered Cosmic Rays	


•  First hybrid cosmic ray 
detections in mid-April	

– coincidences with SD!	


•  First super-hybrid 
event at end of April	

– radio, SD, and FD	


J. Kelley, SISSA Colloquium	
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Hybrid Events (as of 2 June)	
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27 events: 0.3 to 0.9 per day	


Ethresh ~ 2 × 1017 eV	


angular difference	

median = 2.8º	


SD energy	




First Super-Hybrid Event	
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Figure 4: SD, FD and radio views of the same event (11611756).

6

Figure 4: SD, FD and radio views of the same event (11611756).

6

Figure 4: SD, FD and radio views of the same event (11611756).

6

Surface detector	


Fluorescence	


AERA	




Next Steps	


•  Disentangle sub-dominant 
emission mechanisms	

–  polarization is the key	


•  Multi-dimensional LDF	

–  improved directional 

reconstruction	

–  shower parameters (energy, 

shower maximum)	

–  cross-check with SD, FD	


14.6.2011	
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Motivation!

!"#$%&''()*++*(# ,-./,#0121# 0#

•  The polarization of  the 
radiation reveals the nature of  
the emission mechanism(s) !

3"#4*(5*(6#7"#$%&')8*56#,98(':;(<%)*##:&=96#011>#

Motivation!

!"#$%&''()*++*(# ,-./,#0121# 0#

•  The polarization of  the 
radiation reveals the nature of  
the emission mechanism(s) !

3"#4*(5*(6#7"#$%&')8*56#,98(':;(<%)*##:&=96#011>#

geomagnetic	


charge excess (~20%)	




AERA Physics Program	
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3. UHECR cosmic ray physics with AERA
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1.  Full understanding of all 
radio emission mechanisms	


2.  Potential of radio technique 
for primary energy and 
mass determination	


3.  Composition of ankle 
region; understanding 
Galactic to extra-galactic 
transition	


4.  ... scale up!	

12

3. UHECR cosmic ray physics with AERA



Summary	


•  Pierre Auger UHECR results (and remaining questions)	

–  suppression in spectrum (GZK or intrinsic to source?)	


–  suggestive anisotropy results (really AGN?  role of Cen A?)	


–  composition getting heavier (compatible with anisotropy?)	


•  Radio detection is maturing	

–  delay in Auger North... but new technologies under development	

–  super-hybrid observations underway	


•  Updates on many analyses at ICRC... stay tuned!	
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Thank you!	
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UHE Photon Searches	


•  Auger can detect primary 
UHE photons!	

–  E > 1018 eV (λ < 10-24 m)	


–  Datt ~ 10 Mpc	


•  Air shower development 
lower in atmosphere than 
p, Fe	


•  Predicted by many top-
down CR models, some 
VLI scenarios	


J. Kelley, SISSA Colloquium	


Composition and Longitudinal Profiles
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UHE Photon Upper Limits	


strongly constrain top-down models	


J. Kelley, SISSA Colloquium	
14.6.2011	




Neutrino Detection via Air Showers	
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“normal” inclined shower:	

only muons left	


neutrino-induced shower:	

young EM component	

(broad signals in tanks)	


tau decay from Earth-skimming ντ:	

dense target, but only one flavor	
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Limits on Diffuse Neutrino Flux	
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